MOTHERCARE PREP. SCHOOLS
REVISION WORK 2020
P.4 SOCIAL STUDIES
NAME: ______________________________________Stream:____________
Week 1
Exercise 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

What is a project?
Mention any one duty of a child at home.
Write down one raw material got from swamps.
How useful are trees to man?
Why do people stay in houses?
How is a bell important in a school?
Mention any one tool used for growing crops in the garden.
In which direction does the sun set?
Where do farmers keep harvested crops for future use?
R.E:
For both:
Give one reason why Christians/Muslims fast.

Exercise 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is a picture?
Give any one member found in an extended family.
Mention one way children can promote security in a home.
Which one role is played by the mother at home?
What term is used to mean the animals kept at home?
Which school in your community has its Motto as
“ON AFIRM FOUNDATION WE BUILD”?
Why should children in a community given names?
Apart from keeping money give any other use of a bank in a
community.
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9.
10.

R.E
Answer either Christianity or Islam but not both on the same number.
Either: Draw and name any one thing created by God.
Or : Draw and name any one thing created by Allah.
Either: Name the first book of the Bible.
Or : Name any one holy book in Islam.

Exercise 3
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

What term is used to mean a low land between two close hills or
mountains?
What is the name of your district?
Give one use of a cow in a home.
Name the symbol drawn below.

Give one use of a school library.
State any one element of a good map.
How are lakes useful to man?
What term refers to the points that lie between cardinal points?
Either: Who led the Israelites to the Promised Land?
Or : Who leads Muslims in prayers?
Either: Why is Palm Sunday celebrated in Christianity?
Or : Why is Idd-el-Fitr celebrated in Islam?

Exercise 4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

State any one reason why people keep money in banks.
What are basic needs?
How can soil erosion be controlled in highlands?
Name any one modern means of Communication.
Mention any one product obtained from clay soil.
What is child abuse?
What are children’s rights?
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8.
9.
10.

What is a plateau?
Either: State any one of the Ten Commandments.
Or : Write down any one pillar of Islam.
Either: What did God create first?
Or : What was the first thing to be created by Allah?

Exercise 5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

What is the use of a compass to a map reader?
Name any one type of forest.
Which tree is used for making bark cloth?
How are longitudes and latitudes helpful to man?
At what time of the day are the shadows of objects shortest?
Name the only block mountain in Uganda.
Mention the highest mountain in Uganda.
What is transport?
Either: Who was the mother of John the Baptist?
Or : Who was the mother of Prophet Muhammad?
Either: What is sin in Christianity?
Or : What is sin according to Islam?

Week 2
Exercise 1
1.

Name the drawn map symbols below.
(a)

(b)
2.

State any two reasons why map symbols are used on a map.

3.
4.
5.

(i)______________________
(ii)______________________
How is deforestation dangerous to the environment?
What is a family?
State the meaning of the term culture.
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6.

7.
8.

Who was the wife of Kintu?
How is rainfall important to a farmer?
Either: (a) What is a parable?
(b) Give any one reason why Jesus used parables in his teachings.
Or : (a) What is Islam?
(b) Who was the founder of Islam?

Exercise 2
1.
2.
3.

What are physical features?
Give any one example of physical features in your district.
What does the road sign below mean?

P
4.

Who was Orum according to the legend of the
spear and the bead?
5. State any one value of forests to people.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Point out any one value of forests to people.
What are social services?
Mention any one element of weather.
Either: What event took place on a Pentecost day?
Or : What event took place on Idd-Aduha in Islam?
Either: State any one reason why Christians fast.
Or : State any one reason why Muslims fast.

Exercise 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Write one item used in the kitchen at home.
State the importance of a fence to the school.
How is a doctor useful to people in our community.
Give one way of keeping our home clean.
How is a father important in a home?
What term is used to refer to the plant cover of an area?
What is migration?
How are lakes important to people?
Either : Name the prophet who went to heaven alive.
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Or
10.

: Name any one prophet who went to heaven and came back
alive.
Either : Name the Holy book that Christians use.
Or
: Name the holy book that Muslims use

Exercise 4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What term is used to call things that people use to meet their needs?
Name one animal used by people for transport.
Write any one acceptable behaviour among children.
How do people preserve culture in your community?
Why are symbols used on a map instead of real objects?
Give the meaning of the term “Walumbe”.
Draw a map symbol of a hill in the space below.

8.
9.

State any one quality of a good map.
Either: Name the place where Jesus performed his first miracle.
Or : On which mountain did Prophet Muhammad receive the Quran?
Either: State any one role of a priest in the community.
Or : State any one role of an Imam in the community.

10.

Exercise 5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Give the meaning of the term environment.
Name the instrument used to show direction of places.
Name any one district crossed by the Equator in Uganda.
What are social service centres?
What title is given to the head of all civil servants in a district?
Give any one group of people who use a compass when doing their
work.
In which region of Uganda is Wakiso district located?
What is a project?
Either: Why is mountain Sinai still important in Christianity?
Or : Why is mountain Hira still remembered in Islam?
Either: What did God create in His own Image?
Or : What did Allah create in His own Image?
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Week 3
Exercise 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

What is a project?
Name any one element of weather.
Identify any one important place in Kampala.
Which type of wood is got from Natural forest?
Name the biggest national referral hospital of Uganda.
Give one reason why it is not good for people to settle in valleys.
Name any one mountainous district of Uganda.
Which type of rainfall is received around plain areas of Uganda?
Either: Write down two ways in which man looks after God’s creation.
Or : Write down two ways in which man looks after Allah’s creation.
Either: Name the prophet who prepared for the coming of Jesus Christ.
Or : Name the prophet who received the Tauret.

Exercise 2
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name the district where your school is located.
How is a market useful to people in your community?
Give one danger of heavy rainfall.
Name the map symbol below.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

State any one type of house.
What is natural vegetation?
Name the section of police that controls the flow of traffic on roads.
Write down any one colour found on the Uganda flag.
Mention the name of the division where your school is located.
Either: On which day did God create man?
Or : On which day did Allah create man?
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Exercise 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Name the animal that provides us with mutton?
What are crafts?
Give any one need of a school.
Write D.E.O in full.
What is the main work of police?
Where does the pointer of a compass needle point when it is at rest?
How is a frame useful on a map?
State any one way of promoting order in the church.
Either: Mention any one way of promoting order in the church.
Or : Mention any one way a Muslim can promote sanitation in a
Mosque.
10. Either: State any one reason why Christians pray.
Or : State the meaning of the term “IQra”.

Exercise 4
1.
2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

What term is used to mean the study of man and his surrounding?
Name any one source of history.
Give any one way of locating places on a map.
Name the capital city of Uganda.
State the opposite direction of North East.
Mention any one perennial crop you know.
Give any one way of preserving fish today.
Either: Give any one example of a parable you know.
Or : Give any one pillar in Islam.
Either: Which punishment was given to Adam for disobeying God?
Or : Which punishment was given to Adam for disobeying Allah?
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Exercise 5
1.
2.
3.

Write NRM in full.
How is a doctor useful in a Community?
Which school symbol helps to locate the direction of the school
in the community?

4.

Name the points shown on the compass below.
a

N

b

(a) __________

West

East

7.

(c) __________

(d) __________
South
Mention any one means of water transport.
Either: How many apostles did Jesus have?
Or : Who calls Muslims for prayers?
Either: Who committed the first sin on earth?
Or : Who committed the first sin on earth?
d

5.
6.

c

(b) __________

*****The end******
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